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Our Austral Gates 
  It has taken a while but our pair of  Ornate Austral Gates are 
sure to be an attention grabber as people enter our rally 
grounds. Actually  they go back to Wantirna days but who got 
them and what is their significants seems to be lost in time but 
just looking at them suggests they have a story to tell.  
Description     They are quite large and constructed of 
galvanized steel tube boldly announcing AUSTRAL  GATES  
FENCES along the top and  Lygon street Brunswick along the 
bottom  . Their striking feature is the infill which comprises of 
a variety of miniature ornate farm and house gates and 
wrought iron fence . They obviously represent the Austral 
products and makes one wonder if these gates  once adorned 
the companies headquarters. 
In MSTEC Hands  
  The gates were acquired by the club when we were in 
Wantirna in the 1970 ‘s according to Des Lang , nothing else 
seems to be known. Warwick, having done a bit of wrought 
iron work himself, became interested in them at Scoresby 
when they surfaced during a rationalization of the treasure 
area in the 1990’s . The plan at the time was to confine the 
treasures to an area  north of Bay 5 and suggested a good way 
to display them would be to use them for the gate to this 
compound. They were duly erected at the corner of bay 5  
where the fire lane now is. This was only short lived however 
as the opportunity to construct Shed 6 saw the treasures moved 
to behind the main sheds and the gates reassigned to them 
once more.  ( this area had only just became available to us )  
  They surfaced again in the next treasures move only a couple 

of years ago and Peter 
Jackman , Bill Dezenko 
and Warwick were 
involved in their erection 
and display at the Arena 
entrance. Now Jo Lloyd 
is finally returning them 
to their glory with a coat 
of new paint, matching 
the original colours, the 
question of their origin 
rose again.  
New Research  
   A search by Jo of 

newspaper archives on Trove  found various ads by Austral  of 
240  Lygon St  from early 1942 to the late 1950’s mostly 
wanting stainless steel 
workers and electric 
welders. 
One ad for Ornamental  hand 
gates from 1950 claims for 
30 years now Austral has led 
this type of product implying 
the company started as early 
as 1920. Another interesting 
report was of a fire in the 
paint dipping  plant for gates 
and fences wisely separated 
at the back of the factory.  
  

Where did these come from ?  
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This all supports our gates were from their works.  
The Works  
 A breakthrough by Warwick was finding a Heritage Assessment on Interwar factories in Lygon street done for the Moreland 
city Council in 2012  This reports at 240 -50 Lygon street there is a 1 story Egyptian Reveal style building with Papyrus leaves 
to pilasters and stepped opening around entrance. Large plain factory behind dating from around c 1935 . References to 
Municipal Directories  from 1935 to 1960 are quoted as 
listing Austral  Wire Fence and Gate Factory  Co Pty Ltc at 
this address.  The report concluded the building to be still 
in good condition but not much heritage value. When 
Austral vacated the works is not mentioned but  this 
indicates it was between the 1960’s and 70’s so the 
building survived at least another 40 years. 
 Where did the Gates fit in ? 
     I wondered if there was anything still there that would 
give a clue. So the building  was still surviving 40 years 
after Austral, what about now maybe it will give us some 
idea of the context of the gates. Searches of google maps 
street and satellite views show surprisingly it has only been 
demolished in the last couple of years for development into 
expensive apartments. 2017 images show  a very run Office 
block at 240 Lygon street that came right out to the 
footpath. The building to the left , 250 , which has a factory 
goods door is well set back giving a large concrete forecourt. This has 2 driveways, there are no other entrances off Lygon 

Street. This leads one to conclude the gates guarded 2 separate entrances not a pair of double gates as I have always imagined  
and is the way we have erected them. This is supported by them by being identical rather than handed or having decoration 
flowing from one to the other.   
Conclusion  
  The gates are definitely from the Austral works in Brunswick which specialized in ornate fences and gates during the period 
spanning 1920’s to 60’s . They are well made and in good condition except for the deterioration of paint. Enough remains to 
match the original colour. Egyptian style  office block at 240 Lygon was occupied immediately after being built in c 1935 . 
Gate probably where from the adjacent factory  forecourt entry / exits next door at 250 Lygon.  
  The way we have set them up as a pair is probably not right but at least we have saved them and returned them to their former 
glory . Lets hope we can find out a bit more of the industrial manufacturing industry they represent.  
     Warwick Bryce 
Acknowledgement 
      Trove , Google maps street and satellite view , Moreland City Council Amendment –c149-lygon-street-heritage-d12-146496-interwar-
factories-series-citation 
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Arial view of Austral works at 240 –50 Lygon Street 
during recent redevelopment Red balloon indicates court 

yard , probable location of gate 

2014 view with our gates superimposed back where they probably fitted .  
Presumably each side of them would have been fenced. The steel deck façade on the buildings is a post Austral addition  google 

street view 
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LittleFoot  
Adrian Anderson has been quietly beavering away in the Fed Shed for a couple of years now on our little Ransomes Rapier 
dragline. All these efforts and  those of who proceeded him are suddenly paying off with the painting and refitting of the cabin.  

 Given to the club by Dave Mickle in May 2011 in a very 
derelict state with the boom completely rotted out . 

 An initial burst of enthusiast saw a start being made on  getting it 
back into action. Paul McMillan made a new boom for it and later  
refurbished the bucket and Warwick got the engine going. With 
these hurdles over a start was made on the machinery but it was 
found to be in a very poor state with either extensive wear or 
rusted and seized solid while the machinery deck and cabin was 
rotted out.  Another burst of enthusiasm followed but this fizzed 
out when the enormity of the job became apparent. Now with 
Adrian’s and Paul’s persistence paying off , while not fully 
operational it just might be the star of our rally. Actually it is 
rather a landmark machine  being a Rapier  model  4 1/2  0 it was 
the smallest dragline in their lineup in the 1940’s aimed at 
builders and drainers in the days before Bobcats and mini 
excavators were invented. Prior to that it was wheelbarrows and 

shovels. It will be interesting to compare this 4 ton Rapier  to BigFoot our Rapier W90  at 110 tons as both machines have 
many characteristics in common  despite the extreme difference in size . Having these significant machines side by side will 
certainly make a striking  display. Also it will be an interesting comparison of a full restoration vs. back into working 
condition . In the case of Littlefoot with extensive deterioration 
and none of the original finish left a full restoration is the way 
to go . 
 

Nathan’s Twin Power Scraper 
Last run day Nathan Morris was spotted up the back giving his 
Twin Power Scraper a shakedown in preparation for our the 
Morris earthmoving display at the imminent rally. A unique 
machine concocted up by the New Zealanders it is based on a 

LittleFoot with the cabin back on .     
 Adrian Anderson Photo 
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scraper bowl with a Fordson New Major tractor at each end providing propulsion one pushing and the other pulling . 
Modifications to the tractors include no front wheels so steering being accomplished by articulating the behind the front 
machine. Both are controlled by the driver in the front machine mostly involving manipulating the accelerator to control 
balance of traction between each end . Gear shifting and clutching is simplified by inserting an Automatic transmission 
between the engine and arse end of each tractor. Such a rare and unconventional machine is sure to be a  head turner at our 
rally even with those that are not earthmoving devotees. 
 

Willins Heads On  
   The cylinder heads went on the Willins the 2 nd week of January . Something of a landmark being the last of the heavy  and 
high precision assembly . There is still plenty to do but this is seen as a major turning point for this project. 

 

 The last cylinder head going on at Scoresby Jan 2020 
 

We were gifted the engine in 2010 by the Puls brothers . Then 
began the saga of extracting it with  over 1 year elapsing 
before site conditions were good enough to  allow access by 
heavy crane. Then offcourse we have had the saga of  having 
to send the crankshaft to Singapore to be ground  and then 
there was the issues of  foundations. Talk about unknown 
unknowns I hope all we have left are the known unknowns  

The reverse picture  as Frank Gough removes the 
same cylinder head at Red Hill in 2011.  
 
 Hot Rods at Scorseby 
   Members arriving at  MSTEC Saturday were surprised to 
find the arena half full of classic American style hotrods and 
long ques of people lined up at coffee vans and food marquees 
for an American style breakfast .  
The occasion ?  We were the staging point for the  River City 
Coupe and Roadster Club’s Australia Day Reliability Run 
which started with a breakfast and a look around our museum before hitting the road around 11 am.    
 
 
 
  
  

Their club’s banner 
accompanied the club run 
leaves know doubt who is in 
town. 
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The classic 1950’s American hot rod 
based on a mid 1930’s roadster 
or coupe .  
Typified by painted on flames , white 
wall cross ply tires ( tyres ) and a flat 
head ( side valve ) Ford V8 engine fitted 
with a blower. Reliving this era seems 
to be what their club is about. 
   A few of our members who remember 
this  from their formative years got 
down to the club for a good look around 
including Adrian Anderson , Len 
Brighton , who I know was a bit of a 
hoon , Warwick who went on to make a 
career of it and Hayden who I suspect 
was impressed with the attention to 
detail.  

Utilizing our picnic 
area for socializing 

over breakfast after which 
participants looked around 
our collection before hitting 
the road.  
 
With more and more of this 
type of event and the birthday 
parties it is becoming just 
how  appreciated our green 
areas are becoming with 
increasing population density 

Warwick could not resist getting his tank out and joining 
the display . Having 2 seats , 2 doors , a V8 engine with a 
blower and being American from the 40’s he considered 
it ticked all the boxes so they could not object! 
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Mustang Car  Owners Club  
    It was all on again the next day with  Sunday being the Mustangs  Owners 
Clubs Vic branch holding their annual Australia  day club breakfast and 
Concourse at our facilities . Noticeably different cars and people but none the 
less just as welcome and interested while providing a bonus of something 
different for our ordinary visitors 

But that is not all ! It is on again in 2 months . The appeal 
of this show is the diverse range of vehicles to be seen as 
it is put on by the Federation  an umbrella group for a 
variety of old car clubs 
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New Loco 
 A lot of work has been going on behind the scenes specifying components and sourcing 
parts. Meanwhile with the bogeys nearing completion the chassis has been turned 
upside down  in preparation for installing their mounting crossmembers 

Railway Level Crossing  
    This is powering along with the need to have it in and  the concrete cured before the rally  so we can have access to the top 
paddock for our visitors and exhibitors. Actually as the finishing touches were being put on the earthworks levels for the 
Western extension it became obvious that  the track would be in quite a cutting  in the carryover position which could create 
negotiation difficulties for heavy lumbering machinery.  
     The bullet was bitten and the decision made to move it west 
about 30 m where the  ground level and track are at the same height.  In the 
short term this will put a bit of a kink in the road but it will be rerouted in 
the longer term going up the west side of our paddock instead of the middle 
that will then be exclusively for pedestrian traffic and the people mover . 
 

When open for visitors the center road up the back can be restricted  to 
pedestrians and the people mover with mobile exhibits using the new track 
up the west side giving them greater freedom of movement when visitors are 
about 
     A side effect of shifting the crossing is that it is now on a slight curve 
necessating rebending the crossing tracks that have already been made.  
The railway boys quickly jumped into this. 
 Phil Randall , Peter Lynch and Dennis Sells among others got stuck into 

constructing the reo cage for the concrete base.  

Exhibitors Car 

Dam 

Mobile Exhibits track 

Pedestrians & People mover 

New Crossing 
Tractor Working 

New Station 


